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File Attribute Editor is a lightweight and professional tool to edit file attributes from Windows operating systems. It allows you to modify the timestamp, and to change system, read-only, hidden and archive attributes of files. It gives you the opportunity to make changes for all user and system files.
The modified and created date of these files can be changed with this application. You can save the result of your editing process straight to the original file (by directly editing it with the saving option). You can then import the modified or created file back to a new file (by selecting the original file
and the new one). Furthermore, you can apply the changes for each file you want (choose the files you want to modify and click the button). It has a batch utility to modify multiple files. This utility can modify both the modified and the created date of all selected files. It also gives you an option to
resume with the last state of the files. You can save the result of your editing process and then choose the last state of the files (at the last editing). The result of these operations will be shown in a new file. Version History 7.52 11.8.2013 Saves the state of the files instead of the last edit. 6.1.2015

The batch utility now support Windows Vista and Windows 7. 6.0.2015 Added check for "Local and Network" flag, if it's set to "Yes", it'll detect the "Share Name" or "Share path" without the "" (\), if not, it'll be changed automatically. 4.0.2015 The batch utility now support Windows Vista. 2.0.2015 File
Attributes Editor Cracked Accounts can now modify the attributes of multiple files. 2.0.2014 Added check for "Local and Network" flag, if it's set to "Yes", it'll detect the "Share Name" or "Share path" without the "" (\), if not, it'll be changed automatically. 2.0.2013 Added check for "Local and Network"

flag, if it's set to "Yes", it'll detect the "Share Name" or "Share path" without the "" (\), if not, it'll be changed automatically. 2.0.2012 Added check for "Local and Network" flag, if it's set to "
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Find out what a differentiate about your files. Change the attributes on individual files or the entire directory. Find out the limits and benefits of each attribute. File Attributes Editor - Screenshot File Attributes Editor - Download *********************************************************************** *
File Attributes Editor - Portable * *********************************************************************** File Attributes Editor - Latest Version File Attributes Editor for Windows 7 (2016) File Attributes Editor - Download Features of File Attributes Editor for Windows 7: Is a powerful and comprehensive
file attributes editor tool. Edit file timestamps and folder attribute for selected files. Optimize, hide and change file attributes. Supported formats includes EXE, COM, DLL, HTML, CPP, Txt, CAB, JS, HTML, HTA, MOV, JPG, JPEG, MP4, AVI, MP3, PDF, DIVX, XLS, TXT, WMA, M4A, DAT, RM, GIF, BMP, DOC,

DOCX, MP3, MP4, JPG, ZIP, RAR, M4V, WAV, TXT, TAR, TIF, SWF, WMV, VOB, ISO, M2TS, VOB, AVI, MOV, MKV, FLV, MPG, PPS, AVI, MP4, ASF, APK, ISO, M4P, OGG, QT, TMV, MOV, MP4, OGA, PCD, PCX, PNG, PPT, PSD, PPT, PS, PNM, PSF, PS1, PS2, PS3, PS4, PS5, PS6, PS7, PS8, PS9, PS10, PS11, PS12, PS14,
PS15, PS16, PS17, PS18, PS19, PS20, PS21, PS22, PS23, PS24, PS25, PS26, PS27, PS28, PS29, PS31, PS32, PS33, PS34, PS35, PS36, PS37, PS38, PS39, PS40, PS41, PS42, PS43, PS44, PS45, PS46, PS47, PS48, PS49, PS50, PS51, PS52, PS53, PS54, PS55, PS56, PS57, PS58, b7e8fdf5c8
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File Attributes Editor 

File Attributes Editor is a small and useful tool to change the timestamp and the attributes of multiple files at once. Files can be chosen one at a time, or you can run a batch process in order to modify them all. What's more, you can choose whether to modify the date or not, and you can also change
the attributes for the read-only, hidden and archive properties. In addition, if you run the batch utility included in this software you can modify the created and modified dates. Overall, File Attributes Editor is a small and easy-to-use utility, that will definitely fit into your toolset. It's available in a very
easy-to-use installer package, and it comes as a free download. Price: $33.95Size: 2.7 MB File Attribs Editor 3.8.0 File Attribs Editor is a simple utility to modify the attributes of selected files. Unlike other similar utilities, where multiple files can be selected, File Attribs Editor allows you to select only
one file at a time. The program also allows you to change the file name, modify the file's attributes, as well as the date and time at which the file was created and last modified. After selecting all the files you want to modify, there's a batch program included in the package that does the job for you.
The interface of File Attribs Editor is quite easy to follow, and while the main window is simple, it's still possible to get lost here and there. There's no help section included in this program, but File Attribs Editor manages to fully satisfy the needs of any end-user without any difficulties. Price: FreeSize:
2.7 MB File Attribs Editor Free 2.0.0 File Attribs Editor is a simple utility to modify the attributes of selected files. Like File Attribs Editor, this program allows you to modify the created and last modified date of multiple files. The main window is pretty intuitive to follow and there's a batch program
included in the package that performs the task for you. And just like its paid counterpart, this utility is free of charge and it's available in a very easy-to-use installer package. Price: FreeSize: 2.7 MB File Attribs Editor 2002 Free File Attribs Editor is a small and efficient utility to modify the attributes of
selected files.

What's New in the?

File Attributes Editor allows you to modify the created, modified, read-only, hidden, archive, system, and special attributes of selected file or folder. There are so many file attributes to handle. The created date, modified date, read only date, hidden date, archive date, system date and set the file to
read only, hidden and archive property.If the file system is case-sensitive, the file attributes will be changed even if the file's case is the same. The GUI is very intuitive, you can set the files created date, modified date, read-only date, hidden date, archive date, system date and set the file to read
only, hidden and archive property by double-clicking the item that you want to modify. The "File Attributes Editor" is a cross-platform software that does not depend on Java or JavaScript. It's very easy to use this tool for changing file attributes on Windows and Mac OS X computers. The File Attributes
Editor is a piece of software that is simple to use. You can view the number of files that have been modified in the last month, or the number of files that have been deleted, renamed, or modified. You can also select multiple files at the same time and change the attributes that you want using File
Attributes Editor or select one file at a time and change the attributes that you want. The "File Attributes Editor" allows you to change the created, modified, read-only, hidden, archive, system, and special attributes of selected file or folder. If you need to re-format your hard drive, File Attributes Editor
can help you do it. This powerful tool is easy to use and intuitive. File Attributes Editor is a very powerful utility. File Attributes Editor Requirements: Windows XP or higher File Attributes Editor Free Download Related Software Free PNG Image Viewer is a full-featured yet easy-to-use image viewer and
converter which is designed for the user to view and edit any existing image file format in batch mode, and convert almost all image files to PNG format. In addition, this free PNG image viewer... Fast Pdf To Word Converter is PDF to DOC and XLS documents converter utility. With this tool you can
batch convert PDF files to Word, Excel, and Text formats. The Fast PDF to Word Converter converts PDF files of any size and graphics, such as logos, drawings, graphics, fonts, etc., to... This program will do it all.
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System Requirements For File Attributes Editor:

When you install the game, you will need to install the special installer. The special installer can be found in the "Requires Mac OS X 10.7 or later" part of the download section on this page. Information about features and other information can be found at: Also, a complete collection of Tutorials can
be found at:
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